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1.

Introduction

Investors are getting savvier about managing their money. Gone are the days where a single stock makes
up the entire portfolio. Inherent in the financial markets are uncertainties that have led investors beyond
traditional equities in search of continued growth and consistent yields, in other words, diversification. The
security of cash flows which fixed income investments provide is gaining more attention from retail
investors.
This guide provides an introduction to the features of fixed income investments, benefits as well as how to
get started. It also highlights some key differences between fixed and term deposits in a bank.

1.1

What is Fixed Income Investing?

Fixed income investing is about lending money to an issuer. The issuer can be governments, corporations or
agencies. You are the lender, while the issuer is the borrower. As with any loan, the initial amount has to be
returned to the lender, and the borrower has to pay interest at the end of the borrowing period. In the
context of fixed income, the issuer has the obligation to pay you (as the lender) the face value, i.e. the
nominal value or dollar value stated by the issuer upon the maturity of the bond. The interest payments
that you will receive for lending out money are known as coupons. These payments are typically semiannual and occur from the time of issuance to its maturity.
Fixed income securities are investments which provide some form of periodic payments on a predetermined schedule. The details such as payment frequency, maturity date, interest rates, etc. are
presented upfront by the issuers. When picking a fixed income security, you are able to determine whether
the security’s terms are appropriate for you to meet your investment goals.

2.

Why Invest in Fixed Income Securities?

If your investment goal is to generate passive income or protect against real capital loss on your money,
fixed income is a tool you would want to be familiar with. Fixed income securities possess the benefits of
equities and fixed deposits, giving you the flexibility to achieve various investment goals.
Fixed income investing offers you two main benefits:

Regular Stream of Income

Capital Preservation

Fixed income offers you a regular stream
of income over the duration that you hold
the fixed income product.

Investors will receive the face value of
the fixed income product at maturity.
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2.1

Regular Income Stream

The mechanics of fixed income securities can be best understood with an example. Take a look at the
illustrated timeline of a corporate bond* with the following details:
Issuer:
Face value:
Coupon rate:
Coupon payment:
Maturity date:

Corporation
$10,000
5%
Semi-annual
31 Dec 2024

In this scenario, we assume that the bond was purchased at its face value, also known as par or nominal
value. This number is important as it represents the amount which will be redeemed at maturity of the
bond. Although the face value is the dollar value of the security as stated by the issuer, it may not be the
price as prices are always dependent on market demand and supply. When purchasing a bond, it can be
trading above, below or at par. The above scenario shows that the bond is trading at par, i.e. $10,000. If the
bond is trading above $10,000, we say that the bond is trading above par. Conversely, if the bond trades
below $10,000, we say that the bond is trading below par.
The coupon rate is 5%, hence the annual coupon payment is $500 for a $10,000 investment. Since the bond
pays coupons semi-annually, you will then receive two coupon payments a year, $250 per coupon. This
continues as long as you hold the bond. When the bond matures, $10,000, which is the face value of the
bond will be returned to you.
If you hold the bond from issuance till its maturity, you would have received $5,000 in coupon payments
over 10 years with your initial investment of $10,000.
*A ‘bond’ is a type of fixed income security. Section 2.3 outlines what a ‘bond’ is.
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2.2

Capital Preservation

Capital preservation refers to the obligation of the issuer to pay you the face value of the fixed income
security at maturity, barring any catastrophic events. Similar to allocating your money into a savings
account or fixed deposit, investing in a fixed income product allows the face value of your investment be
paid to you upon its maturity.
Withdrawal of initial investment
Anytime
At end of tenor
At maturity

Cash Balance @ Bank
Fixed Deposit @ Bank
Fixed Income Security

May not return initial investment if
Bank collapses
Bank collapses
Issuer defaults

Given the similarities, why should you choose to invest in fixed income securities over keeping your money
in the bank or in fixed deposits? This answer lies in our next point – Real Capital Preservation.

2.2.1 Real Capital Preservation
Before we cover real capital preservation, it would be more meaningful if we first understand the concept
of inflation. Inflation is commonly understood as the general increase of prices of goods and services.
Because of this, value of a dollar does not stay constant. As inflation rises, purchasing power decreases. Put
simply, what we can buy with a dollar today will be lesser in the future, given an inflationary environment.
To accurately capture growth, we need to measure the real capital of investments. Real capital refers to the
inflation-adjusted value of your capital. Fixed income securities generally offer you better returns to protect
against real capital loss as compared to savings in a bank or fixed deposits. The higher interest rates offered
by fixed income issuers ensure that the value of your invested capital grows closer to, if not, outperform
the inflation rate.
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On average, fixed deposits in banks offer an interest rate of 0.25%#. Assuming that all coupons and interests
are reinvested at the same rate and using a 10-year horizon with an initial investment value of $10,000, you
would receive $10,253 at the maturity of the fixed deposit. However, at an average inflation rate of 2.73%#,
the inflation-adjusted value of your money in 10 years would only be $7,832. This means that while your
investment seems to be generating income for you, you are in actual fact, losing a real value of $2,168 in 10
years’ time. Retail corporate bonds listed on SGX-ST offer an average coupon rate of 4.08%Ɨ. Using a similar
time period of 10 years and an investment value of $10,000, this means that you would receive $14,917 at
the maturity of your fixed income security. Adjusting for inflation, you would receive a real value of $11,395,
still gaining real income of $1,395 in 10 years. At the current average inflation rate of 2.73%#, fixed income
securities can offer interest rates higher than the inflation rate to preserve the real value of your capital.
#
Ɨ

Source: www.singstat.com.sg, 7 Jan 2016

Source: www.sgx.com, 7 Jan 2016

2.3

Types of Fixed Income Securities Traded on SGX
Fixed Income Securities

Exchange Traded Bonds

Retail
Bonds

Seasoned
Bonds

Exempt
Issuers

Preference Shares

Cumulative
Preference Shares

Singapore
Government
Securities

Non-Cumulative
Preference Shares

2.3.1 Exchange-Traded Bonds
To date, majority of the bond transactions still occur over- the-counter (OTC). This means that a seller who
wants to sell his bonds has to call list of potential buyers individually for quotes. As opposed to wholesale
bonds which are traded OTC and have minimum denomination of $200,000, exchange-traded bonds made
available to retail investors on SGX-ST have smaller denominations of $1,000. This greatly opens up retail
access to invest in fixed income products. On top of that, when bonds are traded on-exchange, there will be
greater price transparency as well as increased regulatory oversight.
Retail bonds
Bonds are debt issued by corporations or government agencies to raise money for particular projects. Like
issuing equities, these corporations are required to provide potential investors with a prospectus of their
debt. Bonds traded on SGX-ST are typically issued by companies already listed on SGX Mainboard or Catalist.
This allows you to participate in both the companies’ equities and debt offering, bringing a new dimension
of diversification to your portfolio.
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Seasoned bonds
Wholesale corporate bonds, which are largely traded by Professional Investors, Accredited Investors and
Expert Investors can undergo a 6-month seasoning period (under the Bond Seasoning Framework) and be
made available to retail investors on SGX-ST. Issuers of seasoned bonds range from listed companies to
private companies and are not required to provide a prospectus on their debt. During the 6-month period,
these bonds are known as ‘seasoning bonds’. After which, the ‘seasoning bonds’, if successful, are then
known as ‘seasoned bonds’. Issuers will be able to make subsequent offers with the same terms as
seasoned bonds, also known as a ‘re-tap’ of the initial offer to retail investors directly.
Exempt Issuers
Exempt issuers are issuers with stronger credit profiles. Similar to seasoned bonds, these issuers need not
issue a prospectus when issuing a bond as per MAS regulations, but are required to provide a Products
Highlight Sheet and Simplified Disclosure Document in lieu of a prospectus (as per the Exempt Seasoning
Framework). Exempt issuers on SGX-ST are typically quasi-government agencies such as LTA and HDB.

2.3.2 Preference shares
Preference shares are a type of stock that pays fixed dividends to its shareholders. These shareholders also
get priority over common shareholders in claims in a case of liquidation of the issuer.
Cumulative Preference Shares
Cumulative Preference Shares (CPS) are preference shares with the guarantee that the company will make
up past dividends that it may have missed or omitted to these shareholders before paying out dividends to
other shareholders.
Non-cumulative Preference Shares
Non-cumulative Preference Shares (NCPS) does not accumulate previous dividends which are not paid, but
its dividends are still paid ahead of common stock.

2.3.3 Singapore Government Securities
Singapore Government Securities (SGS) are bonds issued by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) on
behalf of the Singapore Government. SGS are longer-term debt securities compared to T-bills and have
tenors ranging from 2 to 20 years. Coupon payments are made every six months until maturity.
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2.4

Comparing Fixed Income Securities, Equities and Fixed Deposits

Various types of fixed income securities possess different combinations of characteristics in equities and
fixed deposits. Fixed income is a great supplement to your existing investments as it offers flexibility to use
them for purposes that you cannot achieve solely with one type of product.
Equities

Fixed Income
Preference
Shares

Issuer
Capital
Gains/Losses
Obligated
Payouts from
Issuer

Corporations

Retail Bonds

Fixed Deposits
Singapore
Government
Securities
Singapore
Government

Banks

Capital Gains & Losses from market price fluctuations
Dividend rate
decided at the
discretion of the
issuer

N/A

Periodic interest payments determined by issuer upfront

Return of
Capital

Assumed perpetual holding

Principal amount will be returned at maturity date

Maturity
Date

No maturity date – assumed
perpetual holdings

Maturity date set by issuer

Costs of Early
Exit

Trading-related and brokerage fees

Bid-Offer spread on market + Tradingrelated and brokerage fees

Early termination
fees stated by
issuer upfront
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3.

Choosing your Fixed Income Security

There are several factors you should consider when deciding on your first fixed income security.

Quality of Issuer

3.1

Risks

Yield

Coupons

Quality of Issuer

Selecting a good and credible issuer (corporation of government) would lower the risk to your obligatory
coupons and principal amount not paid back to you timely or at all. Listed below are some methods that
can help you assess an issuer’s quality.

Methods
Background
research on
issuer

Highlights

Sources




Annual Reports of issuer
News on the issuer
Independent research



Issuer
Type of entity
Country of Listing
Determines the regulatory oversight of the
issuer
Profitability of the company –
Likelihood of repayment
Track record of bond issuances & repayment

Credit Rating




Credit rating of the bond
Credit rating of the issuer





S&P
Moody’s
Fitch Ratings

Company
Fundamentals



EBITDA*/Interest Expense
Tells you how many times its earnings can
cover its interest expense
Current Assets/Interest Expense
Tells you how many times its liquid assets can
cover its interest expense
Net Debt/ EBITDA*
Shows you how many years it would take for
the company to pay back its debt if net debt
and EBITDA* are held constant




Annual Reports of issuer
SGX StockFacts










*EBITDA refers to Earnings Before Interests, Taxes,
Depreciation and Amortization
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3.2

Risks

Interest rate risk
This is one of the more significant risks not only affecting the bond market, but for all securities. Generally,
interest rates and bond prices have an inverse relationship, i.e. when interest rates rise, bond prices will fall
and vice versa.
Credit/Default risk
Bonds or fixed income securities are debt securities. In a case of a default, it means that the issuer of the
bond (also known as the borrower) is unable to make interest or principal repayments.
Reinvestment risk
Reinvestment risk is based on the assumption that cash flows from fixed income securities are reinvested at
the same coupon rate, where interest income can be compounded. This is contrary to that of interest rate
risk. When interest rates rise, reinvestment risk declines as interest income can be reinvested at a higher
rate.
Inflation risk
When inflation increases at a rate faster than income investment, purchasing power from the interest
income will decrease and may result in a negative rate of return.
Call/Prepayment risk
This applies primarily to fixed income securities with a callable option, where an issuer is allowed to call or
make early repayment of the bond. This can happen in a decreasing interest rate environment where issuer
repays its callable bonds and reissue new bonds at lower interest rates.
Currency risk
If the bond makes coupons or principal payments in a different currency, there will be an exchange rate risk
as currency prices may fluctuate.
Sovereign risk
This is associated with laws, regulations or events occurring in the country. Some of these occurrences such
as taxation, restriction on capital flows, and political instability can affect the demand for bonds.
Liquidity risk
There is a risk that the bond cannot be sold in a thin market due to a lack of buyers and sellers. In such
circumstances, investors may be forced to take a lower price than expected.
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3.3

Yield

Current bond yield refers to the percentage of returns you can get from coupon payments.
Current yield is typically calculated by dividing annual coupon pay-outs with market price. When you buy a
bond at par value, its current yield equals to its coupon rate. As mentioned in Section 2.1, par value is the
amount which will be redeemed at the end of the bond tenor.
However, prices of bonds fluctuate with changing market conditions and thus, yields on fixed income
securities would change over time. Fixed income prices and yields have an inverse relationship – when
prices decrease, yields increase. Calculating the yield would help you choose between similar bonds by
providing a simple indication on the returns of your investment.

Choosing between Bonds
You are choosing between two 20-year retail bonds, both with a par value of $1,000 – one which offers
a 7% coupon rate and is selling at $850, the other with an 8% coupon rate and selling at $1,000.
0.07 × $1,000
= 8.24%
$850

0.08 × $1,000
= 8.00%
$1000

While the coupon rate of the latter is higher, the yield is lower at 8% as compared to the former, which
offers a yield of 8.24%.

3.4

Coupons

Coupons are interest payments of the fixed income security, determined upfront by the issuer. Coupons are
typically paid semi-annually.
Below are some examples on how you can use fixed income securities to plan for your financial needs.
Generating Passive Income
You are currently planning for your retirement and estimate that you would need an extra disposable
income of $500/month (i.e. $6,000/year). You do not plan to touch your current savings except for
$100,000 that you wish to invest in a fixed income security to generate coupon payments. Based on
your estimates, you need this sum for the next 20 years. In order to generate income, you may consider
a retail bond with a 20-year maturity which pays out coupons at an annual rate of 6%. This would give
you $6,000 of dividends per year, meeting your monthly disposable income need.
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
= 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 × 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
= $100,000 × 6%
= $6,000
9

Saving for your child’s education
You currently have $50,000 and you need approximately $400,000 for your child’s university education
in 20 years. You plan to buy a 20-year retail bond with a 5% coupon rate and reinvest all the coupons
received into buying the same bond every year. You also plan to set aside $8,400 per year (or $700 per
month) from your own savings to buy the bonds every year. At the end of 20 years, this would give you
a return of $410,419, sufficiently covering your child’s education needs.
Goal
$400,000 in 20 years

Initial Capital
$50,000

Additional Capital Contribution
$8,400 per year / $700 per month

With this strategy, you are utilising the benefits of compounding and is leveraging on the higher interest
rate which a corporate bond provides to reach your financial goal. This strategy can be easily replicated
with any other goals you may have.
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4.

Where do I Go from Here? Starting your First Trade

4.1

Trading Fixed Income Securities on SGX

Similar to trading stocks, you will need 2 accounts to start investing in the fixed income market – a CDP
account and a Trading account.
What is a CDP Account?

What is a Trading Account?

The Central Depository (CDP) account, managed
by SGX, helps to safe keep the shares you have
bought.

Before you make your first investment, you need
to open a Trading account with a brokerage of
your choice. This account provides you with the
access to buy and sell shares in Singapore’s
securities market.
Investors may open multiple Trading Accounts

How to open CDP and Trading Accounts?
Your broker can help you to set up both the CDP and Trading accounts at no cost, as long as you are at
least 18 years old and not an un-discharged bankrupt.
Refer to CDP website for more information.

4.2

How do I Purchase Fixed Income Securities?

Fixed income securities can be purchased through new issues of securities or through the secondary market.
Seasoned bonds would be considered as being listed on the secondary market and cannot be purchased
through a new issue.
How to Purchase

New Issue

Secondary Market

Subscription through ATMs of participating
banks

Through your broker

Dependent On
Availability and/or balloting

Matching of bid and ask price
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New Issue
Purchasing a newly issued fixed income security means that you are purchasing the bond when it is first
launched. If you purchase a newly issued 10-year bond, you will be holding it for 10 years. You can
subscribe for a new issue at an ATM. In the event where the particular fixed income security is
oversubscribed, some of the following options may happen:
i)
ii)
iii)

Issuer may increase issue size of the bonds in the Public Offer and/or the Placement
Re-allocate principal amount of offering between Public Offer and Placement
A balloting exercise will take place to determine which investors will get the securities

Note that the list above is not exhaustive and is unique to each fixed income offering. The eventual course
of action for each security in such situations is to the discretion of the issuer and its guarantor. More
information can be found in its prospectus.
Secondary Market
Purchasing through the secondary market allows you to buy bonds halfway through its lifetime. You may
purchase a 10-year bond issued in 2010 which has 5 years to maturity today. This is similar to taking over
the borrower’s position from someone else’s loan – you would have to pay the initial borrower the
principal amount to settle his obligations with the lender, and you will get the remaining coupons through
the remaining life of the security and the principal amount back from the issuer at maturity. Purchasing
fixed income securities on SGX-ST is similar to purchasing stocks on SGX-ST. Like stocks, your bid price
needs to match the ask price of another trader in order for a successful trade.
Fixed income holdings will be safeguarded in your CDP securities account. CDP will credit the coupon
and/or redemption payments to your bank account if you had signed up for direct crediting service (DCS). If
you did not sign up for DCS, your cash entitlements will be credited to your CDP account.
You can buy fixed income securities using cash or through the CPF Investment Scheme (CPFIS) if the
security falls under its list of eligible securities. For more information on the CPFIS, please visit the CPF
website.

4.3

How do I Sell Fixed Income Securities before its Maturity?

Fixed income securities can be sold on SGX-ST, similar to how one would sell stocks on SGX-ST. This can be
done through your broker. Like stocks, your ask price needs to match another trader’s bid price in order for
the trade to be successful.
If you bought your fixed income securities through the CPFIS, your profits or losses would be returned or
paid from your CPF account. For more information about the CPFIS, please visit the CPF website.
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4.4

Price Information of Fixed Income Securities

Prices of fixed income securities on SGX-ST are quoted at the dirty price. This is the price of the bond
inclusive of the accrued interest. Conversely, the clean price refers to the price of the bond excluding the
accrued interest. Although coupons payments are paid periodically, interest is still accumulated between
bond payments. As the next coupon payment date approaches, the accrued interest steadily increases until
the coupon is paid. You may refer to the example below on how to calculate accrued interest.
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ×

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁. 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁. 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

How to calculate dirty price from clean price? Consider the following example:
(Note that Fixed Income Securities listed on SGX-ST are traded on dirty price)

You purchased a corporate bond at $1,021 (clean price), which was settled on 15 Sep and pays interests
semi-annually on 15 Feb and 15 Aug.
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = $1,000
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 5%
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 30/360
We first need calculate the accrued interest. In order to do that, we count the number of days from last
coupon payment to the date of settlement of your purchase. Based on the above, the day count convention
is 30/360. This assumes that each month has 30 days and hence, 360 days a year. Although the actual daycount between last coupon payment date (15 Aug) and settlement date (15 Sep) is 31 days, and 184 days
between the two coupon payment dates (Aug 15 and Feb 15), we use 30 and 180 days respectively for the
calculation due to the day-count convention used.
Therefore, we will arrive at the following dirty price.
30

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = $25 × 180 = $4.17

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = $1,021 + $4,17 = $1,025.17
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4.4.1 Interpreting Retail Bonds Price Information on SGX
Security
Name
Genting
SP5.125
%Perp

SIP

① BLot
② Last

③ Chg

④ Volume
⑤ Buy, Sell

⑥ High, Low
⑦ Value

Stock
Code
P9GZ

Rmk

①

②

③

BLot

Last

Chg

%

Vol

④

BVol

Buy

⑤

Sell

SVol

High

⑥

Low

Value

⑦

1,000

1.05

0.01

0.9

2

5

1.04

1.06

3

1.05

1.01

2,100

Minimum number of bonds for one single trade
Par value is typically shown at 1 or 100. Think of it as showing a percentage of its par value.
Quoting at 1.05 means that the bond is trading at 5% above par value. SGS bonds use units of 100
to quote the price of the bond with a board lot of 10. Last price is the price at which a trade was
last successfully matched (where bid and ask prices matched).
Change of the last traded price. Before this, a trade is successfully matched at 1.04.
Number of board lots that are currently placed in the best bid (BVol) and ask (SVol) orders. If the
number of board lots you want to sell does not match, your trade may only be partially matched.
The current best bid (buy) and ask (sell) prices
The highest and lowest intraday matched trade
Board Lot x Last Price x Volume

4.4.2 Interpreting Retail Bonds
①

②

③

Security Name

Stock
Code

Issuer

Coupon
Rate (%)

Maturity/
Callable Date

Trading
Currency

Coupon
Frequency

CPFIS
Eligibility

FCLTrea
3.65%b220522

Board
Lot
Size

AXXZ

FCL Treasury Ltd

3.65

22-May-2022

1,000

SGD

Semiannual

No

Coupon Rate

FCLTrea 3.65%b220522
b = bonds,
n = notes
① Maturity Date
① Callable Date

② Coupon Frequency
③ CPFIS Eligibility

Maturity Date YYMMDD/
Perp = Perpetual
Due date in which fixed income security must be paid in full
Due date in which fixed income security can be redeemed before maturity
Number of times the fixed income product pays out coupons per annum
Whether the fixed income product is eligible to be purchased under the CPFIS scheme
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4.4.3 Interpreting Preference Shares
①

②

③

Security Name

Stock
Code

Issuer

Coupon
Rate (%)

Maturity/
Callable Date

Board Lot
Size

Trading
Currency

Coupon
Frequency

CPFIS
Eligibility

OCC 5.1%NCPS

GG0

OCBC Corp

5.1

20-Sep-2018

100

SGD

Semi-annual

Yes

Coupon Rate

OCC 5.1%NCPS
NCPS: Non-Cumulative Perpetual Shares
CPS: Cumulative Perpetual Shares
① Maturity Date
① Callable Date

① Maturity/Callable Date
② Coupon Frequency
③ CPFIS Eligibility

Due date in which fixed income security must be paid in full
Due date in which fixed income security can be redeemed before maturity
Maturity Date YYMMDD/
Perp = Perpetual Bonds
Number of times the fixed income product pays out coupons per annum
Whether the fixed income product is eligible to be purchased under the CPFIS scheme

4.4.4 Interpreting SGS Bonds
①

②

③

Security Name

Stock
Code

Coupon
Rate (%)

Maturity Date

Board Lot
Size

Trading
Currency

Coupon
Frequency

CPFIS
Eligibilty

NZ07100S 270301 10

7QQS

3.5

01-Mar-2027

10

SGD

Semi-annual

Yes

NZ07100S 270301 10
Maturity Date

① Maturity Date

② Coupon Frequency
③ CPFIS Eligibility

4.5

Board Lot Size

Due date in which fixed income security must be paid in full.
Number of times the fixed income product pays out coupons per annum
Whether the fixed income product is eligible to be purchased under the CPFIS scheme.

How Fixed Income Securities are Settled on SGX

Like stocks, the settlement of fixed income securities occurs 3 days (T+3) after the trade has been made (T).
Securities that fail to settle on T+3 will be similarly subjected to buying in. Fixed income securities will
settle in the same CDP account as stocks. Coupons will be paid to your CDP account, which will be
deposited into your bank account after you have registered for Direct Crediting Service (DCS).
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5.

Resources

5.1

SGX Resources

SGX Fixed Income (Retail)
http://sgx.com/wps/portal/sgxweb/home/products/fixed_income/retail
SGX Fixed Income (Institutional)
http://sgx.com/wps/portal/sgxweb/home/products/fixed_income/institutional
SGX StockFacts – stock and company screener for all companies listed on SGX
http://www.sgx.com/stockfacts
SGX Academy – to sign up for talks by investment professionals
http://www.sgxacademy.com/
SGX CDP
http://www.sgx.com/cdp

5.2

Other Resources

CPFIS Eligibility
https://www.cpf.gov.sg/members/bptopics/bp-topics/cpfis
MoneySENSE - Bonds
http://www.moneysense.gov.sg/Understanding-Financial-Products/Investments/Types-ofInvestments/Bonds.aspx?_sm_byp=iVV6qFk68gvHrqRM
Singapore Government Securities
http://www.sgs.gov.sg/
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6.

Appendix

6.1

Retail Bonds on SGX

Security Name

Stock
Code

AspialTrea
5.25%b200828

BEYZ

Genting SP5.125%Perp

P9GZ

FCLTrea 3.65%b220522

AXXZ

CapMallTrb3.08%210220

TY6Z

CapMallA3.8%b220112

PW3
Z

LTA n4.17%160510 10k

L07Z

TigerAir 2%PerpC

S3TB

Perennial n4.65%181023

BIOZ

Oxley MTN 5%b191105

BJFZ

* Last update: 7 January 2016

6.2

Issuer

Aspial
Treasury Pte
Ltd
Genting
Singapore PLC
FCL Treasury
Pte Ltd
CapitaMall
Trust
Management
Limited
CapitaMalls
Asia Treasury
Limited
Land
Transport
Authority
Tiger Airways
Holdings
Limited
Perennial
Real Estate
Holdings
Limited
Oxley MTN
Pte Ltd

Coupon
Rate (%)

Maturity/
Callable
Date

Board
Lot Size

Trading
Currency

Coupon
Frequency

CPFIS
Eligibility

5.250

28-Aug-20

1,000

SGD

Semi-annual

No

5.125

18-Oct-17

1,000

SGD

Semi-annual

No

3.650

22-May22

1,000

SGD

Semi-annual

No

3.080

20-Feb-21

1,000

SGD

Semi-annual

No

3.800

12-Jan-22

1,000

SGD

Semi-annual

No

4.170

10-May16

10,000

SGD

Semi-annual

Yes

2.000

22-Apr-20

1,000

SGD

Semi-annual

No

4.650

23-Oct-18

1,000

SGD

Semi-annual

No

5.000

5-Nov-19

1,000

SGD

Semi-annual

No

Board
Lot
Size
1,000
100
10

Trading
Currency

Coupon
Frequency

CPFIS
Eligibility

SGD
SGD
SGD

Semi-annual
Semi-annual
Semi-annual

Yes
Yes
Yes

Preference Shares on SGX

Security Name

Stock
Code

Issuer

Coupon
Rate (%)

OCBC Bk 4.2%NCPS
OCC 5.1% NCPS 100
Hyflux 6% CPS 10
DBS Bk 4.7% NCPS
100

O15
GG0
N2H

OCBC Corp
OCBC Corp
Hyflux Ltd.

4.200
5.100
6.000

Maturity/
Callable
Date
14-Jul-13
20-Sep-18
25-Apr-18

MU7

DBS Bank Ltd

4.700

22-Nov-20

100

SGD

Semi-annual

Yes

CITYDEV NCPS

C70

variable

Perpetual

1,000

SGD

Semi-annual

Yes

United Engineers
7.5% cum Pref

U05

7.500

Perpetual

1,000

SGD

Annual

Yes

FibreChem
Technologies NCPS

DK2

variable

Perpetual

1,000

SGD

Semi-annual

Yes

* Last update: 7 January 2016

City Developments
Limited
United Engineers
Limited
FibreChem
Technologies
Limited
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6.3

SGS Bonds on SGX

Security Name

Stock
Code

Coupon
Rate (%)

Maturity
Date

Board Lot
Size

Trading
Currency

Coupon
Payment
Frequency

CPFIS
Eligibility

N511100W 160401 10

OM1S

1.125

1-Apr-16

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

NY01100F 160901 10

OM7S

3.750

1-Sep-16

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

N710100Z 170401 10

OM2S

2.375

1-Apr-17

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

N513100T 180401 10

R1LS

0.500

1-Apr-18

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

NY03100A 180901 10

OM5S

4.000

1-Sep-18

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

NX09100W 190601 10

3UIS

2.500

1-Jun-19

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

N514100H 191001 100

T8GS

1.625

1-Oct-19

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

N515100S 200701

AFVS

2.000

1-Jul-20

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

NY05100N 200901 10

6SUS

3.250

1-Sep-20

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

NX11100X 210601 10

OM0S

2.250

1-Jun-21

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

NY07100X 220901 10

7PMS

3.125

1-Sep-22

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

NX13100H 230701 10

R1MS

2.750

1-Jul-23

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

NY09100H 240901 10

3UJS

3.000

1-Sep-24

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

NX15100Z 250601

AFUS

2.375

1-Jun-25

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

NZ07100S 270301 10

7QQS

3.500

1-Mar-27

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

NY14100E 290701 10

T8FS

2.875

1-Jul-29

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

NZ10100F 300901 10

OL9S

2.875

1-Sep-30

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

NZ13100V 330901 10

R1NS

3.375

1-Sep-33

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

NA12100N 420202 10

PH1S

2.750

2-Apr-42

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

N215100F 171001

AFWS

1.375

1-Oct-17

10

SGD

semi-annual

Yes

*Last update: 7 January 2016
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This document is not intended for distribution to, or for use by or to be acted on by any person or entity located in any jurisdiction where such distribution, use or
action would be contrary to applicable laws or regulations or would subject SGX to any registration or licensing requirement. This document has been published for
general circulation only. It is not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell, nor financial advice or recommendation in relation to, any investment product. Advice should be
sought from a financial adviser regarding the suitability of any investment product before investing or adopting any investment strategies. Further information on this
investment product may be obtained from sgx.com.
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